
Feel Safe Working in the Minefield of the Mind™

   ʻTheʼ
 TOOLKIT 

    Course
    4 stand-alone
  days exploring
  many of the
        800
  coaching tools
  contained in the
  Tennis Coachʼs
     TOOLKIT

"Keith Reynolds & Paul Dent, do an 
exceptional job in hitting on so many of 
the key elements to develop any and 
every tennis player! 
This is truly a terrific guideline to work 
from and can help, parents, players and 
coaches alike in the search to reach their 

own potential. Truly a great book."

Paul Annacone

"I love this Toolkit. 
Its jam-packed with great ideas, 

information and anecdotes... 
Keith and Paul really understand 
how to get the most out of coaches 
and players. They are two of the 
best coaches I've ever worked 

with. The Toolkit is the Tennis 
Coachʼs Bible.”

Judy Murray

'Its heavy but I wouldn't travel 
without it, every day in coaching 
there is a circumstance that 
requires an intervention, even if it 
is, to do nothing, the toolkit 
provides me with the security of 
knowing there is a well thought 
out, detailed response that may be 

applicable.ʼ

Denise Holland, National 
Coach Scottish Netball



Course Details:

For further information please contact Paul Dent.  Email: paul.dent@thetennistoolkit.com  Mobile:# 07976 161665

Thurs April 28:  Coaching Motivation: 
  Creating a challenging and optimistic environment
  Venue: Oxstalls      Time: 9-3         LTA Licence Points Available
  Cost: £65 (This cost per day does not include the Toolkit, however  
                  a relevant handout from it will be supplied.)

Fri May 20:  Effective Practice: 
 Steepening their learning curve - getting things to stick        
 Venue: Oxstalls       Time: 9-3        LTA Licence Points Available
 Cost: £65 (This cost per day does not include the Toolkit, however 
                 a relevant handout from it will be supplied.)

Mon June 20:  Effective Working Relationships: 
 The real ʻhow toʼ of coaching 
 Venue: Coombe Dingle    Time: 9-3      LTA Licence Points Available
 Cost: £65 (This cost per day does not include the Toolkit, however 
                 a relevant handout from it will be supplied.)

Tues July 19:  Match Management: 
  Being the real deal - a match player!
  Venue: Coombe Dingle    Time: 9-3    LTA Licence Points Available
  Cost: £65 (This cost per day does not include the Toolkit, however  
                  a relevant handout from it will be supplied.)

Book the complete 4 day course:

• Each day discounted to £59.00
• Complimentary Toolkit Book 

worth £49.00
• Active Mentoring™ entitlement
• Unused days rolled-over
• Licence Points each day
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